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Feeding NLP models with patients’ direct language 



Why language?

The language network has access to the information 
contained in a wide range of organs, including the 
physically distant ones

Direct message, e.g. having stomach ache



Why language?

Indirect message, e.g. when we experience 
a vague discomfort

Use of a particular phrase, word order, 
conversational maxim or even acoustic 
feature can provide clues to a person’s 
physiological or pathological state

Our everyday language contains information 
about the functional status of our mind and 
body



Language also contains clues about the more subliminal information

Psychologists from Yale University showed that people judged others 
to be more generous and caring if they had just held a warm cup of 
coffee and less so if they had held an iced coffee (Williams and Bargh, 2008, 
Science)

From an individual’s language, knowledge about their mental and 
physiological states, and even environmental factors such as 
temperature can be extracted

Reverse engineering



• The signals are often too subtle to be heard 
with the naked ear

• This type of reverse engineering requires large 
amount of language samples

• NLP models acquire their knowledge of syntax, 
semantics and pragmatics from large amounts of 
text and store that knowledge in layers of 
artificial neural networks. 

• The resulting knowledge can be harnessed to 
address multiple long-standing problems in 
psychiatry



1. Making the 
subjective objective
• Clinicians learn to pick up on 
the key indicators of illness in 
people’s communication, 
including their spoken 
language, gestures, facial 
expressions, silences, eye 
contact and posture

• Typically, these aspects of 
communication are evaluated 
in a qualitative manner, making 
them vulnerable to bias and 
inconsistency across clinicians

• Tools from NLP can be used 
to help make these impressions 
more objective



Measuring Semantic Density

I think I do have strong feelings for politics.

So you cannot… you cannot… well actually I’m supreme, nobody will not try 
me.



Mikolov, Tomas; Sutskever, Ilya; Chen, Kai; Corrado, Greg S.; Dean, Jeff (2013). Distributed representations of words and phrases and their compositionality.

Word2Vec

We         were    lucky         to   find      her



25 years of text from the New York Times which included 42,833,581 sentences





Lucky =
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Something strange happened today.

Sentence vector 

Component vector

Semantic Density = Number of component vectors / Number of words

Rezaii et al, 2019, npj Schizophrenia
3 / 4= 0.75



Well, I think I do have strong feelings for politics.

1.0



I mean it seems like as much as we want to believe we matter 
in universe, I don’t think there is really anything that suggests 

that we do.

0.93



Sometimes I get nervous and I get worried about time and I 
can’t look at the clock.

0.62



So you cannot… you cannot… well actually I’m supreme, 
nobody will not try me.

0.14



Predicting conversion to 
schizophrenia based on 
semantic density

• Semantic Density predicted conversion to 
psychosis with an accuracy of 80%



2. Discovering 
symptoms that 
are easily missed

Methods from NLP can go 
beyond what is overtly 
stated by revealing hidden 
dimensions of meaning, 
thereby addressing a long-
sought goal in psychiatric 
disciplines such as 
psychoanalysis



Extracting latent content

Something strange happened today.
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Patient 1) “…You know I talk to myself but I don’t … I 
don’t know if it is me. I mean if I talk to myself in the 
mirror you know I’m talking to me. But how can I 
have a conversation with myself? I say stuff in my 
head as if I am talking to me and it’s funny and I 
laugh like I didn’t know that I was going to say 
that…”

Patient 2) “I would hear something that sound like a 
plane engine or like a really… you know… a really far 
off motor. It never went away entirely. It’s gone a lot 
more in the past couple of months since Christmas. 
It just sounds like that… it sounds like a little flame or 
a cellular… a digital motor.”



Predicting conversion to 
schizophrenia based on 
reference to voice

• Reference to voice predicted conversion to 
psychosis with an accuracy of 83.3%



Using both semantic density and reference to voice increased the accuracy 
of prediction of conversion to 93%

Conversion = −57.254 x SEMANTIC DENSITY + 20.483 x VOICES + 35.828



3. Classification of diseases
Theory-driven approaches
Sometimes the disease categories in psychiatry are clear, but the 
symptoms determining the assignment of a patient to a 
particular disease category are not
For example, suicide is an unambiguous disease outcome, but 
predicting the likely occurrence of suicide has been a challenge

However, with the help of NLP and machine learning tools as 
master pattern recognizers, occurrence of suicide can be 
predicted by an individual’s word choices and vocal 
characteristics.
Crucially, the models for predicting a particular disease integrate 
hundreds of linguistic and acoustic features, likely more than can 
be simultaneously considered by a human observer

Pestian JP, et al. A machine learning approach to identifying the thought markers of suicidal subjects: a prospective multicenter trial. Suicide Life Threat Behav 2017



3. Classification of diseases
Data-driven approaches
At other times, the symptoms are clear, but the disease 
categories are not well understood. 
NLP methods can be used to help discover and define 
natural categories of disease by measuring similarities in 
language production across individuals and determining the 
number of ways these individuals tend to cluster in terms of 
this data. 
For example, natural clusters in primary progressive aphasia 
have been identified on the basis of the language features of 
syntactic complexity, hesitation rate and naming
This approach is of particular value in fields such as 
neuropsychiatry where unifying disease classification 
theories are still evolving

Hoffman P, Sajjadi SA, Patterson K, Nestor PJ. Data-driven classification of patients with primary progressive aphasia. Brain Lang 2017; 174: 86–93



Conclusion

Language is replete with layers of information about a person’s mental and 
physiological states

This information often goes beyond the direct message that the individual 
communicates

Advances in NLP models now make it possible to extract the latent indicators of 
mental health from language to improve the diagnosis and prediction of 
neuropsychiatric disorders



Thank You!

@NeguineR

This drawing depicts various styles of written language including cuneiform and cave painting


